**HOW TO BUY ANESTHESIA**

**WHAT TYPE OF UNIT DO YOU WANT?**

- **Anesthesia Machine + Oxygen Concentrator**
  You might consider the Pureline M6000, which is a complete unit with everything but the vaporizer and back-up oxygen.

- **Anesthesia Machine**
  We offer choices for wall mount, table top and mobile.

- **Oxygen Concentrator**
  Are you tired of paying every month for bottles? It may be time to invest in an O₂ concentrator.

**MOUNT**

- **Wall Mount**
  If you have O₂ connections on the wall, this could be your best choice. We offer both flush mount and mounted with articulating arm.

- **Table Top**
  This gives you flexibility to move to different stations but you will need space to place the unit. (This is most often used in laboratories.)

- **Mobile**
  There are several choices, depending on how you want to provide your oxygen.

**OXYGEN**

- **Oxygen Concentrator**

- **E-Tank Manifold**
  (Note: Shor-Line does not sell oxygen)

**VAPORIZER**

- **Isoflurane, Pour or Key Fill**

- **Sevoflurane, Pour or Key Fill**

---

*Shor-Line*